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PART 1 
● Presentation on tactics for tough conversations, with time for Q&A

○ Goals of Shift the Bay initiative
○ Best practices for engaging with reporters
○ Recording media interviews
○ Scenarios that do/don’t warrant asking for a correction
○ Examples - best practices for engaging with reporters

PART 2
● Conversation with Louis Hansen, Bay Area News Group/Mercury News
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Agenda for today’s training



Our goal is to elevate the conversation around housing in ways that prioritize racial equity 
and highlight the challenges faced by renters across our region. This approach is also 
designed to unseat negative attitudes about renters and reduce resistance to the 3Ps 
consensus policy frame. We want to shift the narrative:

● From housing scarcity →  housing justice
● From individual responsibility →  structural change
● From “rugged individualism”  →   a shared community that benefits all
● From fear of loss through change →   confronting the risks of the status quo
● From defeatism and reliance on luck  →  belief in change through collective action
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What are we trying to accomplish?



How do media interviews help us accomplish these 
goals?

● Push back on dominant narratives that we see in the press 
● Opportunity to explain our messages to reporters/producers and audiences

○ Reporters and producers decide how to frame their stories
● Builds relationships so that reporters will come back to your organization for future stories
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● Respond in a timely manner
○ Don’t ghost reporters -- they will remember!

● Be a resource for data & voices
● Connect them to other information or orgs
● Be aware of sounding/seeming self-promotional
● Thank reporters for their work 

○ You don’t always need an ask to reach out to reporter
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Best Practices for Engaging with Reporters



WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY 
‘TOUGH CONVERSATIONS’?



● Corrections & retractions
○ This is most common

● Improvements
○ Asking the reporter to change the language they’re using
○ Highlighting people + perspectives that the reporter may not have known to include
○ Explaining how some types of reporting can be damaging to individuals and groups 

- especially those who have historically been marginalized
○ Sending information you should’ve included as a follow up to your interview
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Defining “Tough Conversations”
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Corrections

● Correction = adjusting an inaccurate factual error = though the error didn’t 
take away from the main point of the article 

Example of a correction
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Retractions

● Retraction = the reporter and/or media outlet admitting that they got the story 
completely wrong. A retraction means they are fully taking back what they wrote.

Example of a retraction



● There is a factual error, and you can provide a source for the correct fact.
○ Note: Never guess when it comes to statistics

● You or someone at your organization was misquoted
○ Note: Always record your media interviews

● There is a misspelling, incorrect title, or wrong description 
● The reporter included something that was supposed to be off the record 
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Scenarios that warrant asking for a correction:



● Avoid assigning blame outright. 
● Politely point out the error, provide the reporter with the correct information, and ask 

them to run a correction.  
● Be prepared and available to workshop correction language shortly after outreach..
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How to approach a reporter with a correction



● You don’t like how your quote is perceived in the article 
● You take issue with how your organization is being portrayed
● You don’t like the tone of the article
● The reporter didn’t use all/any of the information you provided 
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Scenarios that do not warrant asking for a 
correction:



A quick note about “Off the Record” conversations

● Off the record = the information cannot be used for publication
○ The terms of the conversation should be negotiated up front. 
○ Need to make sure you get agreement from the reporter before you start speaking.

● After the interview: You have limited options once a story is printed and your name is in it 
● Follow up with the reporter and explain how you understood this was off the record / ask 

for clarification 
● Bring in the editor / publisher if needed
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● Always record all media interviews – and get consent from other parties first!
● Reasons to record:

○ Get ahead of clarifications or corrections
○ Soundbites or quotes to use going forward
○ Helps with message development & interview skills
○ Resource for understanding different reporter interview styles 

● Tips 
○ Test recording devices beforehand
○ Consider generating a transcript for big stories
○ Keep media interviews organized in a tracker 
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Recording your media interviews
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Sample Interview Tracker



EXAMPLES: ASKING FOR CORRECTIONS & 
IMPROVEMENTS
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Example: Asking a reporter to make a minor 
correction
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Example: Communicating Updated Terminology to 
a Reporter 
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Example: Communicating Additional Resources to a 
Reporter 
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QUESTIONS?
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Conversation with Louis Hansen, Mercury News
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Louis Hansen covers housing 
issues for the Bay Area News 
Group and is based at The 
Mercury News. He's won 
national awards for his 
investigations and feature 
stories. Prior to joining the 
organization, he was an 
investigative reporter at The 
Virginian-Pilot, where he 
covered state government, 
the military and criminal 
justice.


